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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 

Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), Intervenor Adelphia Gateway, LLC 

submits this certificate as to parties, rulings, and related cases. 

A. PARTIES AND AMICI 

 All parties, intervenors, and amici appearing in this Court are listed in the 

Petitioners’ Joint Opening Brief. 

B. RULINGS UNDER REVIEW 

 References to the rulings at issue appear in the Brief of Respondent Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission. 

C. RELATED CASES 

 The case on review has not previously been before this Court or any other 

court.  Counsel is unaware of any related cases within the meaning of D.C. Circuit 

Rule 28(a)(1)(C).  
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Date: March 30, 2021 Respectfully submitted, 
  
 /s/ Jeremy C. Marwell      
William P. Scharfenberg  
Assistant General Counsel 
Adelphia Gateway, LLC 
1415 Wyckoff Road 
Wall, NJ 07719 
Phone: 732.938.1134 
 
James D. Seegers  
Suzanne E. Clevenger 
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
1001 Fannin Street 
Houston, TX 77002 
Phone: 713.758.2939 
Email: jseegers@velaw.com 
Email: sclevenger@velaw.com 
 

Jeremy C. Marwell 
Matthew X. Etchemendy 
James T. Dawson 
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 500 West 
Washington, DC 20037 
Phone:  202.639.6507 
Email: jmarwell@velaw.com 
Email: metchemendy@velaw.com 
Email: jamesdawson@velaw.com 
 
 

Counsel for Adelphia Gateway, LLC 
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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 26.1 and D.C. Circuit Rule 

26.1, Adelphia Gateway, LLC, through undersigned counsel, certifies as follows: 

 Adelphia Gateway, LLC (“Adelphia”) is a limited liability company 

organized and existing under the laws of Delaware.  Adelphia is a wholly owned 

subsidiary of NJR Midstream Company. 

 NJR Midstream Company is wholly owned subsidiary of NJR Midstream 

Holdings Corporation. 

NJR Midstream Holdings Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

NJR Energy Investments Corporation. 

NJR Energy Investments Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of New 

Jersey Resources Corporation. 

New Jersey Resources Corporation (NYSE:NJR) is a publicly held 

corporation that has no parent companies.  BlackRock, Inc. (a publicly held 

corporation) and The Vanguard Group (a privately held registered investment 

advisor) both have a greater than 10% interest in New Jersey Resources Corporation. 

 BlackRock, Inc. (NYSE:BLK) is a publicly held corporation that, to the best 

of our knowledge, has no parent companies and, to the best of our knowledge, no 

publicly held corporation has a 10% or greater ownership interest in BlackRock, Inc. 
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GLOSSARY 

As used herein, 
 
Certificate Order means Order Issuing Certificates, Adelphia Gateway, LLC, 169 
FERC ¶ 61,220 (2019); 

FERC or the Commission means Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; 

NEPA means National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.;  

Rehearing Order or Reh’g Order means Order Denying Rehearing and Stay, 
Adelphia Gateway, LLC, 171 FERC ¶ 61,049 (2020); 
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COUNTER-STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 Adelphia Gateway, LLC (“Adelphia”) adopts the jurisdictional statement of 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC” or “Commission”).  See 

FERC Br. 4.  In addition, and as discussed below, this Court lacks jurisdiction over 

arguments not properly raised on rehearing by the party seeking to raise them in this 

Court.  See Sierra Club v. FERC, 827 F.3d 36, 50 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (“Freeport”); 

ASARCO, Inc. v. FERC, 777 F.2d 764, 773-74 (D.C. Cir. 1985). 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

Adelphia adopts FERC’s statement of issues.  See FERC Br. 1-4. 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

Relevant statutes and regulations are reproduced in the addenda to Petitioners’ 

and FERC’s briefs. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Adelphia Gateway Project (“Project”) is a $360-million natural-gas 

infrastructure project that will provide a clean, safe, and low-cost supply of natural 

gas pipeline capacity to the Greater Philadelphia industrial region, with potential to 

serve additional markets in the Northeast.  Much of the Project involves a change in 

ownership of existing pipeline facilities, including continuation of service 

previously provided to existing customers by the pipeline’s prior owner, and 

construction of limited new facilities that will, among other things, provide 
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additional transportation pathways between and among existing interstate natural 

gas pipelines.  The amount of new construction is small in comparison to many 

FERC-jurisdictional natural gas projects that this Court has reviewed.  But the 

Project is critical to meeting the needs of natural-gas shippers by providing 

additional pathways connecting existing interstate natural gas pipelines, improving 

shipper choice and reliability.  Ultimately, the Project is also important for 

residential, commercial, and industrial end-users in the region and beyond, who 

depend on natural gas for heating, electricity, and other uses.  Adelphia is the 

Project’s developer. 

 Petitioners are an environmental group (Delaware Riverkeeper Network and 

Maya van Rossum or, collectively, “Riverkeeper”), a Pennsylvania township where 

a planned compressor station is being built (“Township”), and two property owners 

who reside near the site of that compressor station (the McCarthys).  Some of these 

Petitioners oppose the Project because they disagree with specific aspects of FERC’s 

decision—in particular, the siting of particular facilities—while others have a 

general policy preference against new natural gas infrastructure.  But Congress 

charged the Commission with “overseeing the construction and expansion of 

interstate natural gas facilities,” including deciding whether such facilities are 

needed, and “where those facilities can and should be sited.”  Minisink Residents for 

Envtl. Pres. & Safety v. FERC, 762 F.3d 97, 100 (D.C. Cir. 2014).  Here, the 
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Commission concluded that the Adelphia Project “is required by the public 

convenience and necessity.”  Adelphia Gateway, LLC, 171 FERC ¶ 61,049 P 6 

(2020) (“Reh’g Order”), JA844; see Adelphia Gateway, LLC, 169 FERC ¶ 61,220 

PP 43, 264 (2019) (“Certificate Order”), JA514-515, 607. 

The Commission’s decision followed an exhaustive two-year review, was 

supported by ample record evidence, and closely adhered to precedent.  The petitions 

for review should be denied. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. The Adelphia Project Will Serve A Critical, Time-Sensitive, And 
Growing Need For Natural Gas In The Northeast United States. 

The Adelphia Project involves (1) the purchase and repurposing of an existing 

underground pipeline system previously owned and operated by the Interstate 

Energy Company LLC in Pennsylvania and (2) the construction of certain new 

facilities in Delaware and Pennsylvania.  See Certificate Order PP 4, 6, JA499-501.  

The facilities being constructed by Adelphia include (1) the Quakertown 

Compressor Station in Pennsylvania; (2) the Marcus Hook Compressor Station in 

Pennsylvania; (3) a 0.3-mile, 16-inch pipeline lateral that extends from Pennsylvania 

into Delaware (the “Parkway Lateral”); (4) a 4.4-mile, 16-inch pipeline lateral in 

Pennsylvania (the “Tilghman Lateral”); and (5) five meter stations.  Id. P 6, JA500-

501.   
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The Project will provide dependable, year-round capacity to transport low-

cost natural gas to meet growing demand for clean-burning natural gas in the 

Philadelphia region and throughout the Northeast, and will increase the reliability 

and flexibility of the region’s existing interstate pipeline grid.  See Certificate Order 

PP 36-42, JA512-514.  The Project was designed to satisfy growing demand for 

natural gas transportation capacity by local distribution companies, electric 

generators, natural gas marketers, and a variety of end users.  See id. 

Adelphia will operate the Project in three zones.  Zone North A comprises 

34.8 miles of an existing 18-inch pipeline system in Pennsylvania capable of 

providing 250,000 dekatherms per day of firm natural gas transportation service.  

See Certificate Order P 7, JA501-502.  Zone North B comprises 4.4 miles of an 

existing 20-inch pipeline system in Pennsylvania capable of providing 350,000 

dekatherms per day of firm natural gas transportation service.  See id.  And Zone 

South comprises 49.4 miles of an existing 18-inch pipeline system in Pennsylvania, 

plus the new Tilghman and Parkway Laterals and the new compressor stations.  See 

id.  The Zone South facilities will be capable of providing 250,000 dekatherms per 

day of firm natural gas transportation service.  See id. 

II. After An Exhaustive Review, FERC Found That The Public Convenience 
And Necessity Required Approving The Project. 

Adelphia held an “open season” in late 2017 to solicit potential interest from 

shippers.  Certificate Order P 9, JA502.  It resulted in long-term precedent 
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agreements for about 76% of the Project’s capacity.  Id. P 25, JA507; see id. at P 9, 

JA502. 

In January 2018, Adelphia applied to the Commission for a certificate of 

public convenience and necessity.  Certificate Order P 1, JA498.  Pursuant to the 

National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), the Commission prepared a 

comprehensive, 219-page Environmental Assessment.  See R.626.  The iterative 

process among Adelphia, Commission staff, and Project stakeholders—which 

included public hearings and the filing of hundreds of comments concerning the 

Environmental Assessment—addressed numerous Project alternatives and involved 

extensive work by Adelphia to address landowner concerns, community impacts, 

and environmental considerations.  See Certificate Order PP 83, 99, JA529-530, 536.  

On December 20, 2019, the Commission issued the Certificate Order.  The 

Commission found “the benefits that the [Project] will provide to the market 

outweigh any adverse effects” and that the Project “will not have a significant 

environmental impact.”  Certificate Order P 43, JA514-515.  Several parties, 

including Petitioners, sought rehearing; those requests were variously rejected, 

dismissed, or denied in the Commission’s Rehearing Order issued on April 17, 2020.  

Petitioners then sought review. 
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III. Significant Portions Of The Project Are Already In Service, And 
Remaining Construction Will Soon Be Complete.  

Adelphia began providing authorized service on the Project’s Zone North 

facilities in January 2020 (i.e., immediately upon acquiring ownership of those 

existing facilities from the prior owner), and continues to provide that service today.  

Adelphia began mobilizing crews to construct the Quakertown Station and 

associated meter work in October 2020.  Mechanical completion of the meter work 

should occur by April 2021, and of the Quakertown Station by July 2021.  

Construction on the Parkway Lateral and remaining portion of the Tilghman Lateral 

is planned to begin in April 2021, with mechanical completion in September 2021.  

After construction is complete, commissioning work will take place between July 

and August 2021.  Some portions of the Project are expected to enter service by 

September 1, 2021, and the Project’s overall anticipated in-service date is November 

1, 2021—i.e., the beginning of the winter peak heating season.  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The Commission complied with the Natural Gas Act, NEPA, and the 

Constitution.  Petitioners’ contrary arguments fail. 

The Commission’s finding that the Project is required by the public 

convenience and necessity was eminently reasonable.  As this Court has repeatedly 

confirmed, precedent agreements for transportation capacity adequately demonstrate 

market need.  In any event, the Commission’s need determination was supported not 
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only by precedent agreements, but also by other record evidence confirming that 

Adelphia’s shippers (and their customers) have a long-term need for the Project. 

With respect to NEPA, the Commission’s analysis of upstream production-

related and downstream consumption-related environmental impacts scrupulously 

followed NEPA and this Court’s precedents.  Petitioners’ arguments are 

irreconcilable with Birckhead v. FERC, 925 F.3d 510 (D.C. Cir. 2019) (per curiam), 

and would expand Sierra Club v. FERC, 867 F.3d 1357 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (“Sabal 

Trail”), beyond its actual holding.  Petitioners’ arguments regarding the 

Commission’s “significance” analysis are contrary to both NEPA and this Court’s 

cases repeatedly rejecting nearly identical arguments. 

The Commission’s discussion of the Quakertown Station also satisfied NEPA.  

Petitioners’ scattershot criticisms consist largely of either undeveloped, one-

sentence complaints or jurisdictionally forfeited arguments not raised on rehearing.  

In any event, Petitioners’ contentions are belied by the record and at odds with the 

reality that NEPA does not require particular substantive outcomes.  The 

Commission considered the full scope of effects of siting a compressor station at the 

Quakertown site, and then reasonably analyzed and eliminated alternative locations 

because they would not negate the need for new physical facilities at the Quakertown 

site and because they would require additional compression (and thus greater air 

emissions).   
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Petitioners’ related argument that the Commission improperly “segmented” 

its review of the Adelphia Project and a wholly separate project (the PennEast 

Pipeline), also fails.  The projects are not “cumulative” actions because the Adelphia 

Project was not even a “proposal” when the Commission completed its NEPA 

analysis of PennEast, and because the two projects do not affect the same 

environmental resources in the same geographic areas.  In any event, there is no 

“segmentation” concern where, as here, one project has substantial independent 

utility—as illustrated by the fact that the Adelphia Project can and has gone forward 

without PennEast. 

Finally, Petitioners’ constitutional arguments are forfeited and meritless. 

This Court should dismiss or deny the petitions for review. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Standard Of Review 

Petitioners’ Natural Gas Act claims are reviewed under the deferential 

arbitrary-and-capricious standard.  Minisink, 762 F.3d at 105-06.  As the agency 

entrusted with administering the Natural Gas Act, FERC’s interpretation of the 

statute is entitled to deference.  See Myersville Citizens for a Rural Cmty., Inc. v. 

FERC, 783 F.3d 1301, 1314-15 (D.C. Cir. 2015).  Petitioners’ NEPA claims are 

reviewed under similarly deferential standards.  See FERC Br. 20.  To the extent this 
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Court has jurisdiction over Petitioners’ constitutional claims, it reviews them de 

novo.  J.J. Cassone Bakery, Inc. v. NLRB, 554 F.3d 1041, 1044 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 

II. The Commission’s Natural Gas Act Finding That The Adelphia Project 
Is Required By The Public Convenience And Necessity Was Reasonable 
And Supported By Substantial Evidence. 
 
A. The Commission Reasonably Found Market Need For The Project. 

Petitioners suggest there is insufficient evidence of market need, and thus it 

was arbitrary for the Commission to find that the Project is required by the public 

convenience and necessity.  Pet’rs’ Br. 72-74.  That claim is belied by the record.  

“It is well established that precedent agreements are significant evidence of demand 

for a project” because they are “the best evidence that the service to be provided by 

the project is needed in the markets.”  Certificate Order P 35, JA511-512.  For that 

reason, this Court has repeatedly upheld the Commission’s reliance on precedent 

agreements for transportation capacity as sufficient evidence of market need.  See, 

e.g., Birckhead, 925 F.3d at 517-18; Appalachian Voices v. FERC, No. 17-1271, 

2019 WL 847199, at *1 (D.C. Cir. Feb. 19, 2019) (per curiam); Sabal Trail, 867 

F.3d at 1379; Myersville, 783 F.3d at 1307, 1311.  Here, the Commission determined 

that “[p]recedent agreements signed by Adelphia for approximately 76 percent of 

the project’s capacity adequately demonstrate that the project is needed.”  Certificate 

Order P 42, JA514.  That conclusion was well supported by record evidence. 
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Petitioners argue that other evidence—including reports from a geologist and 

energy-market “consultants”—purportedly shows that existing pipelines can serve 

that need.  Petitioners cite three “expert analyses,” but those reports relate to a 

different pipeline project (PennEast) and not Adelphia—and all three predate the 

Adelphia Certificate Order by at least three years.  Cf. Pet’rs’ Br. 73 (citing R.830 

Attachs. 8, 15, and 16, JA447-449, 450-453, 454-474).  Even assuming these reports 

have any probative value here, at most they would show the possible existence of 

some conflicting evidence concerning market need.  But this Court reviews the 

Commission’s market-need determinations under the substantial evidence standard, 

which asks only whether the Commission’s determination is supported by 

substantial evidence, not whether Petitioners’ is.  And the Court affords the 

Commission “broad discretion in determining whether a particular project is 

supported by public convenience and necessity.”  Myersville, 783 F.3d at 1314. 

Petitioners also suggest the Commission “focus[ed] solely on the precedent 

agreements to establish market need” and purportedly violated its own Certificate 

Policy Statement by failing to consider other “relevant factors.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 73-74 

(emphasis added).1  In fact, the Commission explicitly discussed and analyzed other 

 
1 To the extent Petitioners suggest the Commission was required to make findings 
on the basis of a “market study,” Pet’rs’ Br. 74, they are mistaken.  The Certificate 
Policy Statement contains no such requirement, and in any event the Commission’s 
Orders included significant analysis of the relevant natural-gas markets.  See 
Certificate Order PP 37, 39-41, JA512-513, 513-514; Reh’g Order PP 18-19, 21-22, 
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record evidence of market need, “[i]n addition to precedent agreements.”  Certificate 

Order P 36, JA512.  “As the Certificate Order explained, in addition to contracts 

with shippers, Adelphia presented additional evidence of public need for its project,” 

including information from shippers who confirmed, “based on their assessment of 

the long-term needs of their customers and markets, that there is a market for the 

natural gas transportation and that the Adelphia Gateway Project is the preferred 

means for delivering or receiving that gas.”  Reh’g Order P 17, JA849; see 

Certificate Order PP 36, 39, JA512, 513-514; see also R.492, JA34 (letter from 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation); R.898 at 2, JA482 (Talen Energy Corporation); 

R.181, JA5 (Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry); R.316, JA6-7 

(Pennsylvania state senator).  The Commission also explained that “existing pipeline 

systems are fully subscribed and cannot provide additional capacity to the area that 

Adelphia is proposing to serve.”  Certificate Order P 40, JA514.2  

B. The Commission Reasonably Balanced Public-Interest Considerations. 
 

Petitioners next argue that the Commission failed to undertake “a complete 

analysis of the Project’s adverse effects” and that the Commission improperly 

 

JA849-850, JA851.  Moreover, Petitioners forfeited any such argument by failing to 
present it on rehearing. 
2 Given that the Commission grounded its need determination not just on precedent 
agreements, but also shipper comments and other evidence of demand, this Court 
need not consider whether precedent agreements alone cannot establish market need.  
Cf. Allegheny Def. Project v. FERC, 964 F.3d 1, 19 (D.C. Cir. 2020) (en banc). 
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elevated market need above other considerations.  Pet’rs’ Br. 75.  But the only 

purported “adverse effects” identified by Petitioners are supposed disturbances or 

safety risks that stem from the Commission’s selection of the Quakertown site for a 

compressor station.  As explained below, the Commission reasonably analyzed the 

benefits and drawbacks of that site.  See infra Sections III.B to III.C; FERC Br. 27-

31. 

III. The Commission Satisfied NEPA By Producing An Exhaustive 
Environmental Assessment That Fully Analyzed All Direct, Indirect, And 
Cumulative Impacts. 

A. FERC’s Analysis Of Upstream Production-Related And Downstream 
Combustion-Related Impacts Satisfied NEPA And This Court’s 
Precedents. 

1. The Commission Correctly Concluded That The Project Will Not 
Have Reasonably Foreseeable Upstream Impacts Under NEPA. 

Petitioners criticize the Commission’s determination that the Project would 

not cause reasonably foreseeable environmental effects from upstream gas 

production.  Pet’rs’ Br. 21-27.  In this Court, their argument focuses on whether the 

Commission should have considered the localized environmental impacts of gas 

production—i.e., “access roads, gathering lines, compressor stations, water 

pipelines, water consumption and disposal, truck traffic, and other supporting 

infrastructure.”  Id. at 26.  So understood, Petitioners’ arguments fail on the merits 

and on the specific record of this proceeding.  Indeed, in Birckhead, 925 F.3d at 517-
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18, this Court affirmed the Commission’s analysis of upstream impacts on a 

materially identical record. 

Here, the Commission correctly concluded that the Project would not be the 

legal cause of additional upstream gas production, and that even if it were, impacts 

resulting from such production are not reasonably foreseeable; hence, the 

environmental effects on which Petitioners focus here are not “effects” of the Project 

under NEPA.  Certificate Order PP 239-243, JA593-597; cf. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8 

(2019).3  As the Commission has explained in prior orders (including the orders this 

Court upheld in Birckhead), natural gas production is generally caused by factors 

such as domestic natural gas prices, overall demand for natural gas, and production 

costs.  See Tenn. Gas Pipeline Co., 163 FERC ¶ 61,190 P 59 (2018), pet. for review 

denied, Birckhead v. FERC, 925 F.3d 510; cf. Certificate Order P 243, JA596-597 

(incorporating analysis from prior decisions).  Thus, absent record evidence to the 

contrary, it is reasonable to expect that any new production spurred by such factors 

would reach intended markets and end-users through alternate means even if any 

single transportation project were not built.  Moreover, increasing gas production 

generally drives the development and construction of new transportation capacity, 

not the other way around.  Millennium Pipeline Co., 161 FERC ¶ 61,229 P 155 

 
3 The NEPA regulations were amended after the Commission issued the orders 
challenged here.  Those orders and the parties’ briefs refer to the versions in effect 
at the time of the Commission’s orders. 
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(2017).  Similarly, the impacts from new upstream production that Petitioners 

alleged the Commission omitted here—which are, by Petitioners’ own framing, 

highly localized—are not reasonably foreseeable in the absence of specific record 

evidence regarding even the approximate location, scale, and timing of any 

additional wells.  Tenn. Gas, 163 FERC ¶ 61,190, PP 58, 60.  In this Court, the only 

environmental effects Petitioners assert the Commission omitted are intensely 

localized:  environmental effects from “access roads, gathering lines, compressor 

stations, water pipelines, water consumption and disposal, [and] truck traffic.”  

Pet’rs’ Br. 25. 

To be sure, the Commission acknowledged that a different analysis may apply 

if there is record evidence demonstrating that, absent approval of a project, natural 

gas from an identifiable supply source would not be brought to market by other 

means.  Certificate Order P 243, JA596-597.  But here, as in Birckhead, there was 

no record evidence supporting such a determination, nor was there any record 

evidence that would help predict the number and location of any additional wells 

that might be drilled as a result of any production demand allegedly caused by the 

Project.  Id.  P 243 & n.534, JA596; see Birckhead, 925 F.3d at 518.  That is 

unsurprising, given the nature of this Project—which in significant part will continue 

pre-existing service to pre-existing customers on a pre-existing pipeline, with 
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targeted upgrades to improve reliability and diversity of transportation pathways 

between existing interstate natural gas pipelines. 

In their brief to this Court, Petitioners offer no substantial response to the 

Commission’s reasoning as to either causation or foreseeability, and their claims can 

be rejected on that ground alone.  Petitioners first argue that no record-specific 

evidence is required, urging (contrary to the Commission’s finding) that broad 

economic generalizations about correlations between price, supply, and demand 

suffice to demonstrate that this Project (and, by extension, any project meeting a 

market need for natural gas transportation capacity) will have foreseeable, 

sufficiently causally related upstream effects.  Pet’rs’ Br. 22.4  But this Court rejected 

that precise argument in Birckhead.  As this Court explained, it is not enough to 

“merely point to the Commission’s determination that there is a need for the Project” 

based on precedent agreements subscribing to its capacity; “just because the 

Commission is satisfied there is a market need for a given project does not 

necessarily mean that a shipper/producer would not have the ability to bring the gas 

 
4 Petitioners cite without explanation record “evidence” supposedly supporting these 
“economic principles.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 22.  But it consists of legal argumentation by 
Riverkeeper and a similarly broad discussion by a different party.  See Riverkeeper 
Comments 19 (filed Mar. 1, 2019), R.866, JA475; Clean Air Council Comments 10-
11 (filed Feb. 1, 2019), R.733, JA399-400. 
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to market via another channel.”  Birckhead, 925 F.3d at 517-18 (internal quotation 

marks omitted).5 

Petitioners next argue that the Project will lead to additional drilling, citing 

(without explanation) a table appended to Riverkeeper’s comments on the 

Environmental Assessment.  Pet’rs’ Br. 25 (citing Riverkeeper Comments, Attach. 

2 (filed Feb. 5, 2019), R.830, JA445-446).  But that table contains no information 

relevant to this Project, as the Commission explains.  See FERC Br. 37.  The 

Commission properly rejected this purported evidence (and Riverkeeper’s other 

submissions), explaining that the Project “will receive gas from other interstate 

pipelines” (which transport gas commingled from many different sources 

nationwide—i.e., not just gas produced in Pennsylvania) and that it would, in any 

case, be speculative to extrapolate “specific project effects” from “general 

information regarding drilling in the region.”  Certificate Order P 243, JA596.  That 

finding is particularly apt, where Petitioners have chosen to focus their appellate 

 
5 Airlines for America v. Transportation Security Administration, 780 F.3d 409 (D.C. 
Cir. 2015), addressed Article III standing, not NEPA.  Its comments about the 
correlation between price and demand with regard to security screening fees and 
passenger airline tickets do not override this Court’s precedents addressing FERC’s 
analysis of indirect greenhouse gas emissions for interstate natural-gas 
transportation projects.  Nor do out-of-circuit cases involving different legal and 
factual contexts (Pet’rs’ Br. 23-24) strengthen Petitioners’ arguments.  Those cases 
do not address the specific features of interstate natural gas markets, do not respond 
meaningfully to the Commission’s reasoning, and do not displace this Court’s 
decisions affirming the same reasoning the Commission used here, on materially 
indistinguishable facts. 
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claims of error on inherently localized effects associated with gas production.  Just 

as in Birckhead, Petitioners “have identified no record evidence that would help the 

Commission predict the number and location of any additional wells that would be 

drilled as a result of production demand created by the Project,” 925 F.3d at 517.  

Birckhead controls the outcome on this issue.6 

Petitioners criticize Commissioner McNamee’s concurring view that 

upstream (and downstream) environmental impacts are outside the scope of the 

Commission’s public convenience and necessity inquiry under the Natural Gas Act, 

and therefore outside the bounds of the required NEPA analysis.  Pet’rs’ Br. 26-27; 

see Certificate Order (McNamee, Comm’r, concurring), at PP 2-51, JA627-653; cf. 

Dep’t of Transp. v. Pub. Citizen, 541 U.S. 752, 770 (2004).  Intervenors agree with 

Commissioner McNamee.  But this Court need not decide that issue here.  

Regardless of whether the Commission may consider upstream environmental 

effects in its public convenience and necessity determinations, Petitioners do not 

(and could not) argue that the Natural Gas Act requires the Commission to consider 

environmental factors that fall outside the definition of “effects” under NEPA—such 

 
6 As in Birckhead, 925 F.3d at 518, Petitioners here make no argument that the 
Commission should have sought more information vis-à-vis upstream production-
related impacts, whether from Adelphia or otherwise.  And “[i]ssues may not be 
raised for the first time in a reply brief.”  Rollins Envtl. Servs. (NJ) Inc. v. U.S. EPA, 
937 F.2d 649, 652 n.2 (D.C. Cir. 1991). 
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as upstream environmental effects that are not reasonably foreseeable or lack a 

sufficiently close causal connection. 

2. The Commission’s Analysis Of Downstream Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions Satisfied NEPA. 

 Petitioners also criticize the Commission’s analysis of downstream 

combustion-related greenhouse gas emissions.  Pet’rs’ Br. 27-31.  On appeal, they 

raise three specific arguments: (1) that the Commission should have quantified 

greenhouse gas emissions associated with combustion of gas at Calpine’s Delaware 

power plants; (2) that the Commission should have quantified downstream 

greenhouse gas emissions based on the pipeline’s total capacity (a so-called “full 

burn” analysis); and (3) that the Commission should have asked Adelphia for more 

information about end-uses.  Id.  Each argument fails.  The Commission rigorously 

followed this Court’s precedents in Birckhead and Sabal Trail. 

 Consistent with NEPA and this Court’s guidance, the Commission explained 

that the scope of its analysis of greenhouse gas emissions depends on the 

circumstances of the specific project and the record before it: FERC will quantify 

and analyze greenhouse gas emissions when and if they are “effects” under NEPA, 

i.e., if there is a reasonably close causal relationship to the Commission’s action and 

the effect is reasonably foreseeable.  Certificate Order PP 239-241, 248-249, JA593-

595, 598-600.  Here, that led the Commission to quantify indirect downstream 

greenhouse gas emissions from natural gas delivered to a Kimberly-Clark gas-fired 
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cogeneration facility in Chester, Pennsylvania, id. P 255, JA602, as well as direct 

greenhouse gas emissions from the Project’s construction and operation, id. P 254, 

JA602. 

The Commission’s analysis faithfully implemented this Court’s guidance in 

Sabal Trail and Birckhead.  In Sabal Trail, this Court concluded that greenhouse gas 

emissions from natural gas transported under already-signed capacity contracts for 

delivery to specific, known end-uses (there, power plants) were reasonably 

foreseeable and sufficiently causally connected to qualify as an indirect effect under 

NEPA, and must be quantified if possible.  867 F.3d at 1371-74.  Applying that 

principle here, the Commission quantified greenhouse gas emissions from 

combustion of natural gas to be delivered to the Kimberly-Clark facility.  Certificate 

Order P 255, JA602.  By contrast, the Commission did not quantify greenhouse gas 

emissions for (1) natural gas transported under precedent agreements replicating pre-

existing service to pre-existing customers (because approving a change in ownership 

would yield no net change in greenhouse gas emissions), (2) natural gas transported 

for further use on the interstate grid (the end-use of which would be unknown ex 

ante and would change over the lifetime of the Project), and (3) uncontracted 

capacity, which by definition has no known end-use.  Certificate Order P 249, 

JA599-600. 
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Petitioners believe more was required, but the three arguments they raise on 

appeal do not show the Commission’s actions were arbitrary or capricious.   

First, Petitioners argue that the Commission should have quantified 

greenhouse gas emissions from gas potentially to be delivered to two Calpine power 

facilities in Delaware, asserting that “the end use of this natural gas was clearly stated 

in the record.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 28.  That is incorrect.  The record shows only that the 

Parkway Lateral, which will “interconnect with two interstate natural gas pipelines 

owned by Columbia Gas Transmission and Texas Eastern Transmission,” Certificate 

Order P 6 n.10, JA500, would allow Adelphia to provide an “alternative source of 

gas” for Calpine’s facilities.  Adelphia Response to Data Request 1 (July 27, 2018), 

R.484, JA32 (emphasis added).  That does not make it reasonably foreseeable that 

gas transported on the Project will serve Calpine’s facilities (much less in what 

quantity).  Nor is “the purpose” of the Parkway Lateral (Pet’rs’ Br. 28) to serve those 

facilities; as the record demonstrates, the Lateral’s purpose is to enable deliveries to 

Columbia, Texas Eastern, and/or Calpine, depending on shippers’ needs.  See 

Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 132 n.39, JA214; see also Adelphia Response 

to Data Request 2 (Dec. 3, 2018), R.602, JA66 (noting that Adelphia’s shippers 

“have requested delivery points with Texas Eastern and Columbia at or near the 

Delmarva gate station”). 
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The difference between this case and Sabal Trail is critical: the crucial 

rationale of Sabal Trail was that “[t]wo major utilities . . . ha[d] already committed 

to buying nearly all the gas the project [was] able to transport” as fuel for specific 

power plants.  867 F.3d at 1363-64, 1371 (emphasis added).7  That is not true here. 

As the Commission noted, at the time of the challenged orders there were no 

“precedent agreement[s] with any shippers who would serve the Calpine Power 

Plant.”  Reh’g Order P 125, JA899.  FERC cannot reasonably foresee, much less 

quantify, greenhouse gas emissions from a potential end-use that an unknown 

amount of Project-transported gas might serve, if some future action (i.e., the Project 

developer signing a precedent agreement with shippers serving Calpine) occurred.  

Id. 

Second, Petitioners urge that the Commission should have quantified, as an 

“indirect effect” under NEPA, the greenhouse gas emissions that would occur if the 

Project always transports natural gas at its maximum capacity, all of the transported 

gas is combusted (rather than, e.g., being used as an industrial input), and all of the 

combusted gas represents incremental additional combustion (i.e., not offsetting 

other sources of natural gas by providing different or more reliable transportation 

pathways, or offsetting other, higher-emitting fuels such as coal or oil).  Pet’rs’ Br. 

 
7 Indeed, this Court observed that the Sabal Trail Project’s “entire purpose” was 
“transport[ing] natural gas to Florida power plants.”  867 F.3d at 1372. 
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29-30.  Petitioners contend a full-burn analysis would be a “reasonable assumption” 

for purposes of NEPA.  Id. at 30.  But Petitioners provide no basis for this Court to 

disturb FERC’s analysis on those issues, as this Court’s precedent confirms. 

In Birckhead, this Court rejected precisely the argument Petitioners now 

make, explaining that incremental greenhouse gas emissions from downstream 

natural gas combustion are not “always a reasonably foreseeable indirect effect of a 

pipeline project.”  925 F.3d at 519.  And it upheld the Commission’s decision not to 

treat downstream greenhouse gas emissions as an indirect effect under NEPA, or to 

quantify such emissions, insofar as the record did not reveal information about the 

destination and end-use of the gas in question.  Id. at 520-21.  That is precisely the 

circumstance- and record-specific approach the Commission adopted here.8  Indeed, 

Petitioners do not even attempt to reconcile their argument with Birckhead, in which 

project opponents unsuccessfully made a materially identical argument that FERC 

should have used the total capacity of the Broad Run Expansion Project as a proxy 

for estimating incremental downstream greenhouse gas emissions.  See Final 

 
8 Petitioners read Sabal Trail to recognize that “the volume of natural gas to be 
transported by a pipeline can be used to estimate greenhouse gas emissions.”  Pet’rs’ 
Br. 30.  But Sabal Trail dealt with a somewhat unique situation where “nearly all” 
of the project’s capacity was already subscribed for specific, known end-uses.  867 
F.3d at 1364.  As Birckhead confirmed, Sabal Trail did not hold that a pipeline’s 
total theoretical capacity must always be used to estimate downstream greenhouse 
gas emissions that constitute indirect effects under NEPA. 
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Opening Br. of Pet’rs 37, 39-40, Birckhead v. FERC, No. 18-1218 (D.C. Cir. Mar. 

5, 2019). 

Petitioners’ argument that NEPA compelled FERC to undertake an upper-

bound “full burn” analysis is foreclosed by this Court’s precedent, and wrong on the 

merits.  To begin, Petitioners do not (and could not) explain why the Commission’s 

order authorizing a mere change in ownership of an existing pipeline (allowing 

Adelphia to continue to provide existing gas service to existing shippers) is the 

legally relevant cause of downstream consumption of that gas.  See Certificate Order 

P 5, JA500.  More generally, Petitioners ignore basic features of the market for 

natural gas transportation capacity. The magnitude and even direction (positive or 

negative) of any given natural gas transportation project’s effect on net 

consumption-related greenhouse gas emissions is not determinable based on a simple 

extrapolation from total or even subscribed transportation capacity.  Rather, any 

indirect, long-term effect on greenhouse gas emissions will depend on numerous 

factors that vary over the decades-long lifetimes of natural gas infrastructure, and 

are usually unknowable at the time of the Commission’s certificate decision, 

especially absent information about specific end-use destinations.  Those factors 

include whether natural gas shipped using the additional transportation capacity 

substitutes for existing supplies or displaces other higher-emitting fuels; what 

portion of capacity is released by a contracting shipper back into the market; the 
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identity of any shippers that purchase that released capacity; how those replacement 

shippers use the capacity; how the energy needs to be met by the transported gas 

would otherwise be satisfied;9 and seasonal and other variations in the pipeline’s 

utilization.  Petitioners’ simplistic and conclusory arguments, which ignore all of 

these complexities, fail to overcome the deference to which FERC is entitled as the 

expert federal regulator of interstate natural-gas transportation markets and 

infrastructure.  See, e.g., Freeport, 827 F.3d at 49.10 

Third, Petitioners challenge the Commission’s development of the record on 

downstream end-uses.  Pet’rs’ Br. 30-31.  But, consistent with Birckhead, 925 F.3d 

at 520, FERC sought “information regarding the end-use” of contracted capacity 

from Adelphia, and considered Adelphia’s responses in determining which 

 
9 For instance, the Adelphia Project was “critical [to] the success of K[imberly]-
C[lark]’s plans” to convert from “an inefficient 52 [megawatt] waste-coal generator” 
to a more efficient and lower-emitting natural gas cogenerator.  See Kimberly-Clark 
Letter in Support of Adelphia Application (filed Aug. 10, 2018), R.492, JA34.  Thus, 
if anything, the Commission’s quantification of emissions based on the full volumes 
of natural gas delivered to that plant was highly conservative, overstating the net 
effect on greenhouse gas emissions.  The new cogeneration plant came online in 
2020, and the coal generator was demolished.  See Andrew Maykuth, Scott’s Toilet 
Paper Plant is on a Roll in Chester Thanks to the Pandemic, Philadelphia Inquirer 
(Dec. 11, 2020), https://bit.ly/3rLsUW3. 
10 Although the possibility of “offset[s]” does not (alone) excuse the Commission 
from quantifying downstream emissions from a known end-user, see Sabal Trail, 
867 F.3d at 1374-75, the Commission must still consider features of the market for 
interstate natural gas transportation services in deciding whether the Commission’s 
action causes reasonably foreseeable changes in net greenhouse gas emissions of 
other end-uses. 
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downstream greenhouse gas emissions were foreseeable.  Certificate Order P 249, 

JA599-600.  Petitioners characterize the Commission’s data request as “perfunctory” 

and criticize its word choice—specifically, the Commission’s decision to “request[] 

[only] information ‘known’ by Adelphia.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 30.  But any such challenge 

is jurisdictionally forfeited.  See 15 U.S.C. § 717r(b); FERC Br. 45-46.  Petitioners 

never argued on rehearing that FERC erred by limiting its request to information 

“known” to Adelphia.  The only reference in Petitioners’ (200 pages of) rehearing 

requests to the phrasing of FERC’s end-use data request related to Riverkeeper’s 

arguments concerning market need and whether Project-transported natural gas 

would be exported, see Riverkeeper Reh’g Request 13-14, R.937, JA683-684—an 

unrelated issue.  Nor did Petitioners argue on rehearing that FERC should have 

required Adelphia to “seek the answer from the shipper.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 31.  This case 

is thus controlled by Birckhead, where this Court explained that because the 

petitioners “failed to raise” the issue on rehearing, the Court “lack[ed] jurisdiction” 

to decide whether the Commission erred by not taking further steps to develop the 

record.  925 F.3d at 520-21. 

In any case, Petitioners’ conclusory challenge to the Commission’s record 

development fails on the merits.  Petitioners say that FERC did not “require the extra 

step contemplated in Birckhead.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 30.  But the “extra step” this Court 

“contemplated” (id.) was “requesting additional data from the project applicant” at 
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all.  925 F.3d at 520 (noting that Commission “made no effort to obtain the missing 

information”).  The Commission did so here.11 

3. The Commission’s Analysis Of The Significance Of Project-
Related Greenhouse Gas Emissions Satisfied NEPA And This 
Court’s Precedent. 

Petitioners contend that the Commission did not adequately consider the 

significance of greenhouse-gas emissions with regard to climate change.  Pet’rs’ Br. 

31-37.  That is incorrect.  Adhering to this Court’s precedent and consistent 

Commission practice, “the Certificate Order discussed the significance of 

[greenhouse gas] emissions by quantifying [such] emissions, placing those 

emissions numbers in the context of cumulative emissions from other sources, and 

discussing the overall impact of these cumulative emissions.”  Reh’g Order P 90, 

JA882 (footnotes omitted). 

 Tacitly recognizing that the Commission did address significance, Petitioners 

attempt to move the goal posts, asserting without support that FERC was “required 

by NEPA” “to measure the significance” of any climate-change effects of Project-

related greenhouse gas emissions.  Pet’rs’ Br. 32 (emphasis added).  Of course, 

 
11 To the extent Petitioners suggest that this Court required FERC to explicitly 
mandate that a project applicant request certain data from its shippers, that is 
incorrect: this Court referred to statements at oral argument discussing the possibility 
of seeking information from shippers, but only to rebut the “suggestion that a project 
applicant would be unwilling or unable to obtain [information on end-uses] if the 
Commission were to ask for such data,” Birckhead, 925 F.3d at 520; it did not 
purport to dictate how the Commission must draft its data requests. 
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FERC did quantitatively measure, and address the significance of, Project-related 

greenhouse gas emissions.  See FERC Br. 53.  Petitioners, however, would have 

preferred a quantitative (i.e., monetized) “measure[ment]” (Pet’rs’ Br. 32) of 

physical climate effects associated with Project-related greenhouse gas emissions—

evidently, a monetary cost-benefit analysis.  But NEPA does not require a monetary 

cost-benefit analysis, which in fact “should not” be conducted “when there are 

important qualitative considerations” at stake.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.23 (2019).  Rather, 

FERC is required only to “include a discussion of . . . ‘significance.’”  Sabal Trail, 

867 F.3d at 1374 (emphasis added); cf. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16 (2019) (stating that 

environmental impact statement “shall include discussions of” effects “and their 

significance” (emphasis added)).  That is precisely what the Commission did here. 

 Petitioners’ suggestion that FERC could not engage in rational and informed 

decisionmaking without “measuring” (as opposed to qualitatively discussing) 

physical climate effects is contrary to this Court’s guidance.  In Sabal Trail, this 

Court stated that “[q]uantification” of greenhouse gas emissions (in tons of 

emissions, not dollars) and “comparisons” of such figures to contextual reference 

points (e.g., “total emissions from the state or the region” or “regional or national 

emissions-control goals”) would allow “informed decision making with respect to 

the greenhouse-gas effects of [a] project” and “informed public comment.”  867 F.3d 

at 1374 (internal quotation marks omitted).  Here, the Commission did quantify 
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reasonably foreseeable greenhouse gas emissions with the requisite causal 

connection to the Adelphia Project, and did provide precisely the contextual 

quantitative comparisons Sabal Trail described.  Reh’g Order P 90 & n.281, JA882.  

Petitioners err in attempting to transform a FERC certificate proceeding involving 

comparatively modest infrastructure authorizations (primarily involving pre-

existing pipeline) into a referendum on global climate change. 

 Petitioners believe the Commission should have used the Social Cost of 

Carbon tool.  Pet’rs’ Br. 33-37.  But nothing in the law compelled the Commission 

to attempt to “monetize” greenhouse gas emissions or climate-change impacts, and 

the Commission’s explanation of its decision not to employ that tool was reasonable 

and entitled to deference.  See Certificate Order P 263 & n.592, JA606 (citing 

Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC, 161 FERC ¶ 61,043 P 296 (2017)).  The 

Commission has repeatedly explained why it does not view the Social Cost of 

Carbon as useful or informative for project-level approvals, and this Court has 

upheld that position as reasonable.  See EarthReports, Inc. v. FERC, 828 F.3d 949, 

956 (D.C. Cir. 2016); see also Appalachian Voices, 2019 WL 847199, at *2.  

Petitioners insist on the purported benefits of the Social Cost of Carbon tool, see 

Pet’rs’ Br. 34-35, but do not attempt to rebut the Commission’s stated reasons for 

why that tool is inappropriate for project-level approvals under the Natural Gas 
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Act—forfeiting any such objection.  Accord Appalachian Voices, 2019 WL 847199, 

at *2.12 

 Petitioners point out that the Commission also declined to use “ecosystem 

services analysis” to assess significance.  Pet’rs’ Br. 35.  As the Commission 

explained, “ecosystem services analysis” is, like the Social Cost of Carbon, an 

attempt at a monetized cost-benefit analysis; the Commission rejected it for similar 

reasons.  Reh’g Order P 91, JA882-883.  Petitioners again fail to engage with or 

rebut that reasoning, similarly forfeiting any objection. 

 Petitioners quote, in passing, a statement in Commissioner Glick’s dissent that 

the Commission could not rationally “[c]laim[] that a project has no significant 

environmental impacts” while also supposedly “refusing to assess the significance 

of the project’s impact” on climate change.  Pet’rs’ Br. 33 (citation omitted).  But 

the Commission did address the significance of Project-related greenhouse-gas 

emissions (albeit without attempting monetization); this Court’s precedent requires 

 
12 Petitioners generically assert that “[i]f an alternative mode of [NEPA] evaluation 
is insufficiently detailed” for informed decisionmaking, “then the absence of a 
numerically expressed cost-benefit analysis may be fatal,” citing Columbia Basin 
Land Prot. Ass’n v. Schlesinger, 643 F.2d 585, 594 (9th Cir. 1981).  Not only is that 
statement incorrect, see 40 C.F.R. § 1502.23 (2019) (NEPA does not require 
“monetary cost-benefit analysis”), it ignores that a cost-benefit-style analysis is not 
required for informed decisionmaking under the Natural Gas Act.  Sabal Trail 
explained how the Commission could engage in informed decisionmaking with 
respect to greenhouse gas emissions in Natural Gas Act certification proceedings, 
without employing the Social Cost of Carbon or another monetized cost-benefit 
approach.  867 F.3d at 1374. 
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nothing more.  See FERC Br. 51-55.  To the extent Petitioners suggest that the 

Commission can never issue a finding of no significant impact for any project 

without changing its current approach to analyzing greenhouse-gas emissions and 

climate change, they are mistaken.  NEPA does not require all environmental effects 

to be monetized.  While some effects are naturally monetized (e.g., tax revenue, 

wages, other economic effects), most cannot be, and need not be under NEPA.  Here, 

the Commission quantified greenhouse gas emissions (an approach this Court has 

endorsed as a “reasonable proxy for assessing potential climate change impacts,” 

Sabal Trail, 867 F.3d at 1374 (citation omitted)), discussed their significance by 

placing them in broader numerical context, and qualitatively discussed the physical 

effects of climate change.  Reh’g Order P 90, JA881-882.  On that basis, the 

Commission’s finding of no significant impact was reasonable, particularly in the 

context of this Project, which involves a change of ownership (and comparably 

modest expansion) of existing infrastructure that was already providing service. 

The Commission also specifically explained that preparing an environmental 

impact statement would not change its discussion of greenhouse gas emissions and 

climate change, or provide an opportunity for public comment that would not 

otherwise exist, given that FERC already invited public review and comment on the 

Environmental Assessment.  Reh’g Order PP 32-33, JA855-856.  Preparing an 

environmental impact statement containing the same discussion of greenhouse gas 
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emissions already included in FERC’s exhaustive, 219-page Environmental 

Assessment “would neither enhance agency decision making nor result in more 

meaningful public comment.”  Id. P 33, JA856.  That is consistent with the “rule of 

reason,” “[i]nherent in NEPA and its implementing regulations,” that permits 

agencies to “determine whether and to what extent to prepare an [environmental 

impact statement] based on the usefulness of any new potential information to the 

decisionmaking process.”  Pub. Citizen, 541 U.S. at 767 (emphasis added).  The 

opening brief fails to address or respond to the Commission’s sound reasoning, 

forfeiting any objection.  See, e.g., Rollins, 937 F.2d at 652 n.2. 

B. The Commission’s Analysis Of The Quakertown Station Site And Its 
Alternatives Satisfied NEPA. 

Petitioners argue that the Commission failed to account for all the impacts of 

the Quakertown Station and failed adequately to analyze alternative locations.  

Pet’rs’ Br. 37-44, 48-56.  Eschewing “the principle that appellate counsel must 

concentrate attention on the best issues,” Pierce v. Visteon Corp., 791 F.3d 782, 788 

(7th Cir. 2015), Petitioners mention—by Adelphia’s count—nearly 30 supposed 

deficiencies in the Commission’s analysis on this one point.  Many of those 

arguments are forfeited because they were not raised on rehearing, 15 U.S.C. 

§ 717r(b), or because they receive barely a sentence of explanation in Petitioners’ 

brief, see Dist. Hosp. Partners, L.P. v. Burwell, 786 F.3d 46, 56 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 2015).  

Most of Petitioners’ remaining complaints proceed from the erroneous premise that 
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NEPA requires particular substantive outcomes.  But NEPA is an “essentially 

procedural” statute that “does not mandate particular results.”  Del. Riverkeeper 

Network v. FERC, 753 F.3d 1304, 1310 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“Riverkeeper”)  (quotation 

marks omitted).  NEPA merely requires agencies to take a “hard look.”  See 

Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350, 351 (1989).  The 

Commission did so here. 

1. The Commission Adequately Analyzed The Potential Effects Of 
Siting A Compressor Station At The Quakertown Site. 

Petitioners criticize the Environmental Assessment’s analysis of the 

Quakertown Station.  Pet’rs’ Br. 37-44.  In so arguing, Petitioners do not reference 

either the Certificate Order or Rehearing Order, ignoring that those Orders clarified 

and supplemented the Environmental Assessment.  The Court can consider them in 

reviewing the Commission’s NEPA analysis.  See Del. Riverkeeper Network v. 

FERC, 857 F.3d 388, 401 (D.C. Cir. 2017); Friends of the River v. FERC, 720 F.2d 

93, 106-08 (D.C. Cir. 1983).  Those documents, taken together, demonstrate that 

each of Petitioners’ arguments are meritless. 

First, Petitioners claim that “regulations and guidance” issued by the Pipeline 

and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency, and FERC “definitively state that compressor stations should 

be located on a minimum of ten to forty acres.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 38 (emphasis added).  
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Not so.  Petitioners cite three authorities for this claim: (1) 49 C.F.R. § 192.163, 

which contains no requirement concerning compressor-station acreage and in any 

event does not bind FERC; (2) a FERC landowner pamphlet, which states only that 

“[u]sually the natural gas company purchases ten to forty acres for a compressor 

station,” R.939 Attach. 1 at 9, JA831; and (3) a pamphlet issued by a non-profit 

group which states that compressor stations “generally occupy from 15 to 40 acres 

of land,” R.939 Attach. 2 at 21, JA832.  Petitioners’ claims that there is any legal 

minimum acreage threshold (or that the Commission impermissibly “bounded” its 

NEPA analysis by disregarding such a threshold) are meritless.  See Certificate 

Order P 127, JA549. 

Relatedly, Petitioners claim the Commission failed to acknowledge larger 

“isolation distances” at the Salford alternative location.  Pet’rs’ Br. 38-39.  But the 

Commission did document and discuss differences in parcel size and isolation 

distances.  See Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 184 & tbl. C-2, JA266; 

Certificate Order PP 109, 112, JA540-541, 542.  It concluded that, given all 

circumstances, the alternative sites did not offer a significant environmental benefit 

because, among other things, (1) they would not avoid the need for new physical 

facilities (i.e., a meter station) at Quakertown and (2) they would require additional 

compression, resulting in greater overall air emissions.  See Certificate Order P 112, 

JA542; Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 183, JA265. 
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Second, Petitioners claim that the Commission ignored safety concerns at 

Quakertown, including proximity to residences.  Pet’rs’ Br. 39-40.  But again, the 

Commission considered this issue and concluded that the Project would be safe if 

operated according to applicable safety protocols (which Adelphia is required and 

has committed to do), and that in any event the alternative sites were not preferable.  

See Certificate Order PP 109, 111, JA540-541, 541; Environmental Assessment, 

R.626 at 148-52, JA230-234; see also FERC Br. 76-77. 

Third, Petitioners claim the Commission “ignored” effects on wetlands near 

Quakertown.  Pet’rs’ Br. 41.  But the Commission addressed those effects on 

wetlands, R.626 at 64, JA146, and found the impacts—which will be temporary and 

limited to the construction period—not significant.  Certificate Order P 165, JA563.  

Petitioners suggest the Commission “failed to demonstrate how” the wetlands “will 

not be adversely impacted.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 41.  But NEPA imposes no such obligation.   

Petitioners also claim the Commission “ignored” effects on farmland and 

historic homes.  Those arguments were not preserved on rehearing, see FERC Br. 

63-68, 79, and in any event none of the “prime farmlands” at issue are in active 

cultivation.  Certificate Order P 234, JA591-592; Environmental Assessment, R.626 

at 41, JA123.  The Commission also considered impacts on historical structures in 

analyzing site alternatives, and addressed visual and noise impacts on historic 

homes.   See Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 114, 183, JA196, 265. 
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Fourth, Petitioners assert that the Commission miscalculated the sizes and 

locations of the alternative sites.  Pet’r’s Br. 42.  As the Commission explains, those 

arguments are incorrect.  FERC Br. 72-74.  Petitioners do not identify the supposed 

omissions or miscalculations at issue, or show why they would have materially 

affected the analysis. 

Fifth, Petitioners claim that the Commission failed to study effects on 

residential land uses.  Pet’rs’ Br. 42.  But the Commission considered that issue, 

noting that potential effects would be mitigated by relevant environmental 

conditions, and ultimately concluding that the Quakertown Station “would not result 

in significant noise, health, or visual impacts on local residents and the surrounding 

communities.” Certificate Order P 188, JA573; see id. PP 128-133, JA549-551; 

Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 90-94, JA172-176.  Petitioners also complain 

that the Commission will not require a noise assessment until after the Quakertown 

station is built.  Pet’rs’ Br. 42.  But the Commission extensively examined 

Quakertown noise impacts, noted that Adelphia would comply with local noise 

ordinances, and imposed mitigating conditions.  Certificate Order P 213, JA583-584.  

NEPA required no more.  Nor do Petitioners explain how Adelphia could perform a 

noise survey measuring actual operating conditions until construction is complete 

and operation has begun.  See id. 
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Sixth, Petitioners claim, without support, that the Commission failed to 

account for the fact that the Quakertown site “threatens to violate federal, state, and 

local environmental laws.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 43.  Even if this argument had been preserved 

on rehearing (but cf. FERC Br. 80-81), the only such law Petitioners identify is the 

Clean Air Act.  But, as Petitioners concede, the Environmental Assessment 

considered that statute and concluded that operating the Quakertown Station would 

not cause a violation of ambient air quality standards.  Id. at 43.  Petitioners believe 

FERC should have addressed “emissions from additional sources that may remain 

at the site upon completion of construction,” id. at 44, but never specify what 

facilities they are referring to.  The Commission’s analysis considered all authorized 

Project facilities.  Finally, Petitioners claim that the Commission did not analyze air-

quality issues for alternative sites.  But the Commission did analyze that issue, and 

favored Quakertown because other sites would result in increased emissions.  See 

Certificate Order P 112, JA542. 

2. The Commission Accurately Found Relevant Facts And 
Adequately Analyzed Site Alternatives. 

Petitioners next attack the Commission’s “substantive analysis” of 

Quakertown site alternatives.  Pet’rs’ Br. 48-56.  In raising a host of conclusory, one-

sentence points, Petitioners lose the forest for the trees.  The Commission took the 

requisite hard look at the Salford site and concluded that it would not offer a 

significant environmental advantage.  Among other things, Salford is very near a 
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commercial business, would require increased compression (and thus generate 

greater air emissions) compared to Quakertown, and would not avoid the need to 

construct new meter station facilities at the Quakertown site.   

Petitioners are wrong to suggest the Environmental Assessment contained 

“false and misleading information.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 48.  Petitioners argue that the 

Commission incorrectly “stated that the Salford site . . . is only 2.3 acres, while tax 

records indicate that the site is at least 41 acres.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 49 (emphasis omitted), 

52.  Not so.  The Environmental Assessment stated that there are 2.3 “construction 

acres” and 2.3 “operation acres” at Salford, not that the entire site is 2.3 acres.  

Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 184, JA266 (emphasis added). 

Petitioners believe the Commission violated 49 C.F.R. § 192.163(a) (another 

agency’s regulation) when it selected the Quakertown Station.  Pet’rs’ Br. 49.  

Petitioners forfeited this argument by not raising it on rehearing.  So too with the 

claims that the Environmental Assessment fails to discuss “the likely size of the 

relevant blast zone.”  See id.  In any event, the Commission did discuss safety 

considerations and imposed conditions on Adelphia.  See Environmental 

Assessment, R.626 at 142, 148-50, JA224, 230-232. 

Petitioners next claim that the Commission identified a commercial business 

as being located within 159 feet of the Salford site when in fact that business is—

according to them—422 feet away.  Pet’rs’ Br. 51-52.  Petitioners forfeited this 
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miscalculation argument by not presenting it on rehearing.  In any event, even 

accepting Petitioners’ measurement, the business would still be closer to the Salford 

site than the nearest residence is to the Quakertown Station (425 feet).  Petitioners’ 

real complaint is that the nearest residence to the Quakertown Station would be 

closer than the nearest residence to the Salford Station.  But the Commission 

expressly and repeatedly acknowledged that fact before finding that, “on balance,” 

the Quakertown site was still preferable for numerous reasons.  Reh’g Order P 52, 

JA863; see Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 184,  JA266.  NEPA required no 

more. 

Petitioners next claim that the Commission ignored the fact that electric lines 

cross the Salford site and not just the Quakertown site, making electric compression 

feasible at Salford.  Pet’rs’ Br. 52.  But the Commission determined that electric-

driven compression was not preferable to gas-driven compression, because it would 

require disturbing more acres to construct necessary equipment, and due to reliability 

concerns.  Certificate Order P 120, JA545; see FERC Br. 77. 

C. The Commission Reasonably Concluded That The Quakertown Site 
Was Preferable. 
 

Petitioners complain that the Quakertown Station will have adverse effects on 

the McCarthys and that the Commission failed to “prioritiz[e their] health and 

safety.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 65.  Although Petitioners preferred a different site for the 
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compressor station, the Commission carefully considered their concerns, and NEPA 

does not compel particular substantive outcomes. 

Petitioners incorrectly state that the Commission rejected the Salford site 

because it would have been “costlier” for Adelphia.  Pet’rs’ Br. 57, 63.  But the 

record shows the Commission rejected the Salford site for other reasons, including 

increased air emissions and land disturbances.  Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 

184, JA266; Certificate Order P 112, JA542; Reh’g Order PP 49-56, JA862-864. 

Petitioners criticize a report submitted on behalf of Adelphia by Trinity 

Consultants as supposedly resting on “weak assumptions” and lacking “technical 

studies and data.”  Pet’rs’ Br. 58-60, 67-68.  They forfeited those arguments by not 

raising them on rehearing.  In any event, Petitioners point to nothing in the record or 

the Commission’s Orders which suggests that the Commission ever analyzed or 

relied on the Trinity Report. 

Petitioners’ various air-modeling arguments were not raised on rehearing.  

Petitioners criticize Adelphia’s air-quality dispersion model on the grounds that 

details about its assumptions were never disclosed and the report was not provided 

to the McCarthys.  But that air modeling is publicly available on the Commission’s 

docket.  See R.380-382, JA24-25.  The McCarthys fault the Commission for failing 

to consider the “Payne study,” but, as they concede in a footnote, they did not 
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provide that study to the Commission.  Thus, that argument presents no basis for this 

Court to find error in the Commission’s analysis.  Pet’rs’ Br. 60 n.6. 

Petitioners suggest that the Commission “completely disregard[ed]” supposed 

benefits of electric powered compressors for safety, noise, and air emissions.  Pet’rs’ 

Br. 65.  But the Commission considered many competing considerations with 

respect to electric versus gas-fired compressor units, and concluded that electric 

units “would not offer a significant environmental advantage over the proposed gas-

driven turbines” because they would result in more significant land impacts and gas-

fired turbines are more reliable.  Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 185-86, 

JA267-268; Reh’g Order P 56, JA864; see FERC Br. 77.  Raising another argument 

they did not preserve on rehearing, Petitioners suggest FERC violated the “Best 

Available Technology” standard for selecting compressor equipment (Pet’rs’ Br. 65-

66).  But that is a substantive standard applicable to air permitting authorities under 

the Clean Air Act, not the Commission’s obligations under NEPA or the Natural Gas 

Act. 

Finally, Petitioners believe the Commission “failed to properly evaluate” 

noise impacts.  Pet’rs’ Br. 68.  But Petitioners do not engage with the Commission’s 

extensive discussion of noise or explain why it was insufficient or unreasonable.  See 

Certificate Order PP 111, 128, JA541, 549-550; Environmental Assessment, R.626 

at 90-94, 133-42, 186-87, JA172-176, 215-224, 268-269. 
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D. The Commission Did Not Improperly Segment Its NEPA Analyses. 
 

Petitioners’ final NEPA argument is that the Commission should have 

considered the impacts of the Adelphia and PennEast projects in a single NEPA 

document.  Pet’rs’ Br. 44-47.  Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a) (2019), agencies 

must consider three types of actions when preparing NEPA documents:  

(1) “connected actions,” (2) “cumulative actions,” and (3) “similar actions” for 

which there are “similarities that provide a basis for evaluating their environmental 

consequences together.”   

Petitioners do not explain why they believe the Adelphia and PennEast 

projects should have been analyzed together.  To the extent Petitioners now argue 

the actions are “connected” (Pet’rs’ Br. 47), they failed to raise that argument on 

rehearing.  Cf. R.937 at 27-32, JA697-702.  To the extent Petitioners argue the 

actions are “similar” (Pet’rs’ Br. 44), agencies explicitly retain discretion to 

determine whether analyzing “similar” actions in a single NEPA document is the 

“best way” to assess their impacts.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(3) (2019); Klamath-

Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 1000-01 (9th Cir. 

2004).  Petitioners do not explain how the Commission abused its discretion in 

determining that analyzing those actions in the same NEPA document was not the 

“best way” to assess their combined impacts, if any. 
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Instead, Petitioners’ argument appears to be that the Adelphia and PennEast 

projects are “cumulative actions,” Pet’rs’ Br. 46-47, i.e., those “which when viewed 

with other proposed actions have cumulatively significant impacts,” 40 C.F.R. 

§ 1508.25(a)(2).  That argument fails for two reasons. 

First, two actions may need to be considered in a single NEPA document only 

if both qualify as “proposals” under NEPA.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.23 (explaining 

that only actual “proposals” under NEPA require evaluation).  PennEast’s final 

environmental impact statement was published in April 2017, long before Adelphia 

filed its certificate application with the Commission in January 2018.  The 

Commission was not required to delay completion of PennEast’s environmental 

review waiting for the Adelphia Project to be proposed.  See Theodore Roosevelt 

Conservation P’ship v. Salazar, 616 F.3d 497, 513 (D.C. Cir. 2010). 

Second, the Adelphia and PennEast projects cannot be “cumulative actions” 

because they do not affect the same environmental resources in the same areas.  See 

Reh’g Order PP 133, 135, JA903, 903-904; see also Certificate Order P 232, JA591. 

Petitioners argue that the geographic scope of the Adelphia and PennEast 

projects does overlap “[i]n light of the recently-proposed interconnection.”  Pet’rs’ 

Br. 46.  But this argument conflates two different Commission actions relating to 

PennEast.  As used in the Adelphia administrative record and the orders challenged 

here, the “PennEast Project” refers to the project originally proposed to the 
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Commission and certificated in January 2018.  In January 2020, PennEast filed a 

separate application with the Commission, proposing to construct the originally 

approved pipeline in two phases.  The Adelphia Project and the originally 

certificated PennEast Project do not overlap or intersect (although like all 

components of the larger pipeline grid, they would be indirectly linked via other 

pipelines).  

Petitioners argue that the 2020 PennEast amendment and Adelphia are 

“connected actions.”  See Pet’rs’ Br. 47.  Petitioners did not raise any argument 

related to the 2020 amendment on rehearing in the Adelphia docket.  In any event, 

the 2020 PennEast amendment was not yet a proposal when the Commission 

completed its Environmental Assessment for Adelphia in January 2019, and so the 

Commission had no obligation to (nor could it) consider the projects’ effects in 

Adelphia’s NEPA document.  The Commission’s NEPA analysis for Adelphia must 

be judged based on the record that existed at the time of the Environmental 

Assessment and Certificate Order, which both predated the proposal of the 2020 

PennEast amendment.  Finally, the Adelphia Project can proceed—and has in fact 

gone forward—without PennEast, so the actions have independent utility, 

eliminating any segmentation concern.  See FERC Br. 55-62. 

To the extent Petitioners assert a physical connection between the Adelphia 

Project and the originally certificated PennEast project, the argument fails.  The two 
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systems do not directly interconnect, and an agency need not combine its NEPA 

reviews of multiple projects into a single document when the project under 

consideration has “substantial independent utility”—i.e., when “one project will 

serve a significant purpose even if a second related project is not built.”  Coal. on 

Sensible Transp., Inc. v. Dole, 826 F.2d 60, 69 (D.C. Cir. 1987); see Riverkeeper, 

753 F.3d at 1316.  Here, Adelphia can proceed—and in fact has proceeded—without 

any of the proposed PennEast facilities.  Moreover, the Adelphia and PennEast 

projects have different sources of gas, different shippers, different open seasons, 

different rates, and different in-service dates.  See City of Boston Delegation v. 

FERC, 897 F.3d 241, 252 (D.C. Cir. 2018). 

Petitioners criticize the Commission’s focus on whether the PennEast project 

would occur “in the same geographic scope of the cumulative impact assessment 

where Adelphia proposes new construction.”  Reh’g Order P 130, JA902 (emphasis 

added).  Petitioners argue that limiting the analysis to new Adelphia construction 

was arbitrary because “a lack of new construction does not equate to a lack of 

environmental impact.”  See Pet’rs’ Br. 47.  Petitioners mention potential effects 

associated with a conversion from oil to gas, transporting new volumes of gas, or 

gas leaks.  This argument fails for several reasons. 

To begin, the section of the Adelphia Project at issue (which Petitioners assert 

is in the same “geographic scope” as PennEast) involves a change of ownership of 
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an existing pipeline that the record shows has been used exclusively for natural gas 

since at least 2014.  See Environmental Assessment, R.626 at 3, JA85.  Thus the 

Commission’s Orders here do not cause any new environmental impacts insofar as 

they authorize Adelphia to continue operating that segment of pipeline to transport 

natural gas; the pipeline is used to transport natural gas before and after the 

Commission’s action. 

Petitioners refer in passing to an “increase in capacity for Zone North A.”  

Pet’rs’ Br. 47.  Petitioners do not make any specific argument based on an alleged 

“increase in capacity” beyond referring to the potential change from dual use 

(oil/gas) to natural gas—a point which fails as explained above.  Having failed to 

raise any such argument in their opening brief, Petitioners may not press it in reply.  

In any event, to the extent the Petitioners suggest that the Project involved an 

increase in the physical capacity of the existing pipeline at issue in Zone North A, 

that is factually incorrect.  During FERC’s review of the proposed Project, Adelphia 

obtained additional information that allowed it to refine and better understand the 

capabilities of the existing infrastructure, leading it to revise its initial estimate of 

firm transportation capacity for Zone North from 175,000 to 250,000 dekatherms 

per day.  See R.506 at 2-3, JA35-36.  But this change reflected a better understanding 

of the system’s (pre-existing) capacity, not a physical increase in the transportation 
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capabilities of the pipeline facilities associated with any proposed action by FERC.  

In short, the actual capacity of the Zone North pipeline remains the same. 

IV. Petitioners’ Constitutional Arguments Are Forfeited And Meritless.  
 
Petitioners vaguely contend that the Commission’s interpretation of the 

Natural Gas Act is unconstitutional.  The gravamen of their argument appears to be 

that FERC unconstitutionally interferes with the rights of states or localities 

whenever it authorizes a project that may indirectly affect local officials’ 

administration of land-use regulations.  Pet’rs’ Br. 77-81.  Petitioners forfeited these 

arguments by not raising them on rehearing.  See 15 U.S.C. § 717r(b). 

In any case, the arguments are meritless.  First, Petitioners never articulate a 

coherent statutory or constitutional basis for their argument.  They assert that the 

Commission somehow misinterpreted “Section 717(b)(e)(1) of the Natural Gas Act” 

(Pet’rs’ Br. 78), but that statutory provision does not exist.  Petitioners suggest that 

FERC somehow violates the Fifth, Ninth, and/or Tenth Amendments by approving 

projects that may indirectly affect a municipality’s decisions under local land-use 

regulations.  Pet’rs’ Br. 78, 80-81.  Those undeveloped arguments do not present a 

cognizable legal issue for this Court’s consideration. 

Regardless, Petitioners concede—as they must—that except for laws that fall 

within the Natural Gas Act’s savings clause, see 15 U.S.C. § 717b(d), state and local 

zoning rules are preempted by the Natural Gas Act and FERC orders.  See Pet’rs’ 
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Br. 81; cf. id. at 79-80.  That resolves any constitutional question about FERC’s 

authority to approve the Project.  Nor, for that matter, do Petitioners allege any actual 

conflict between local and federal law.  Petitioners suggest that while “FERC may 

preempt state and local zoning for the actual [pipeline] rights of way,” it cannot 

approve a project that may lead local officials to feel that they cannot permit nearby 

property owners to “develop their property in an otherwise lawful manner,” which 

might theoretically expose regulators (in some unexplained fashion) to regulatory-

taking claims.  Pet’rs’ Br. 78, 81.  This forfeited argument would eviscerate the 

preemptive force of the Natural Gas Act and FERC’s orders, giving localities a veto 

over all FERC-jurisdictional projects—precisely the outcome the Natural Gas Act 

and Supremacy Clause prohibit.  See Minisink, 762 F.3d at 100-01. 

V. If The Court Grants Any Relief, It Should Remand Without Vacatur. 

Petitioners’ claims lack merit, and this Court should deny the petitions in all 

respects.  However, even if the Court finds merit in any claims, the relief sought—

vacatur—is inappropriate.  Rather, under Allied-Signal, Inc. v. U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission, 988 F.2d 146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1993), the appropriate 

remedy, if any, would be remand without vacatur.13 

 
13 Either Allied-Signal factor alone can justify remand without vacatur.  See, e.g., 
North Carolina v. EPA, 550 F.3d 1176, 1177-78 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (per curiam). 
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First, even if the Court finds aspects of FERC’s analysis deficient, there is “a 

serious possibility that the Commission will be able to substantiate its decision on 

remand.”  Allied-Signal, 988 F.2d at 151.  Most of Petitioners’ claims assert that 

FERC based its conclusions on insufficient evidence or analysis.  For example, 

Petitioners argue that FERC did not adequately discuss certain specific issues, such 

as greenhouse gases and climate change, noise, or other environmental effects.  Even 

if those claims had merit, it would be eminently “plausible that FERC [could on 

remand] redress [a] failure” to adequately discuss those issues “while reaching the 

same result.”  Black Oak Energy, LLC v. FERC, 725 F.3d 230, 244 (D.C. Cir. 

2013).14  The same goes for many of Petitioners’ other arguments. 

Second, vacatur would have severe “disruptive consequences” to Adelphia, 

its shippers, and the public.  Allied-Signal, 988 F.3d at 150.  Vacatur would disrupt 

a critical, $360-million-dollar infrastructure project, much of which is already in 

 
14 Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 985 F.3d 1032, 1050-
54 (D.C. Cir. 2021), is not to the contrary.  There, this Court explained that, in cases 
involving a decision to issue an environmental assessment rather than an 
environmental impact statement, the proper focus of the first Allied-Signal prong “is 
whether the [agency] is likely to justify its issuance of a [finding of no significant 
impact],” and not “only whether the agency [is] likely to ultimately justify the 
approval” of the underlying project.  Id. at 1051-52.  Here, unlike in Standing Rock, 
the Commission would be likely to justify its decision not to prepare an 
environmental impact statement on remand—not just its ultimate decision to 
approve the Adelphia Project.  Nor, in this case, was the Commission already given 
a prior chance to address the issue on remand, as occurred in Standing Rock.  See id. 
at 1051. 
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service.  See City of Oberlin v. FERC, 937 F.3d 599, 611 (D.C. Cir. 2019) (granting 

remand without vacatur, where “vacatur of the Commission’s orders would be quite 

disruptive, as the [challenged] pipeline is currently operational”).  That disruption 

would be particularly severe here, given that the Project in significant part merely 

continues pre-existing service to pre-existing customers on a pre-existing pipeline 

that has been in-service delivering natural gas for over 25 years.  Even as to portions 

of the Project not yet in service, vacatur could interrupt or delay construction that is 

already well underway, likely delaying in-service dates.  That would harm both 

shippers and end-users of natural gas.  The vast majority of the Project’s capacity is 

subscribed under long-term, firm contracts.  Vacatur would risk interfering with 

these contracts, “preclud[ing] a set of voluntary transactions that [parties] find 

advantageous,” La. Fed. Land Bank Ass’n v. Farm Credit Admin., 336 F.3d 1075, 

1085 (D.C. Cir. 2003), and harming shippers.  Vacatur would also harm the gas-

consuming public, which will enjoy (and already is enjoying) benefits from the 

Project.  See supra p. 11 (record evidence of need); Certificate Order P 60, JA520.  

Thus, the proper remedy, if any, would be remand without vacatur. 

CONCLUSION 

The petitions for review should be denied.  
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